ABSTRACT. In this paper we study the manifolds in the census of "small" 3-manifolds as available in SnapPy. We compare our results with the statistics of random 3-manifolds obtained using the Dunfield Thurston and Rivin models.
INTRODUCTION
In past work ([Riv14] ) we have studied the statistics of random manifolds fibering over the circle, using a model (the "Rivin Model") similar in spirit to that used by N. Dunfield and W.P.Thurston in [DT06] . The distributions of manifolds produced by both models is clearly skewed (the manifolds tend to be "long and skinny".) Many have argued that the "right" model is that of randomly gluing tetrahedra together, then throwing out those gluings that are not manifolds. Unfortunately, this is not at all probabilistically tractable, so we do the next best thing and look at all manifolds possessing small triangulations, thanks to the census of such manifolds built into SnapPy - [CDGW] . This paper started life as a Jupyter notebook.
PRELIMINARIES
First, we import the usual (and some unusual) libraries: In [1]: from snappy import * from multiprocessing import Pool import pandas as pd import numpy as np import functools from operator import mul import xgboost as xg import matplotlib.pyplot as plt import seaborn as sns from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split from sklearn.model_selection import GridSearchCV from sklearn.cluster import KMeans from sklearn.manifold import TSNE Now we define some utility functions to deal with SnapPy's goofy formats. First, the length spectrum In [2]: def mung_spec(specline): mult = specline ['multiplicity'] 2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 57-04;57M50. This paper was written when the author was invited to present a talk at the CUNY Graduate Center Seminar on Group Theory. The author would like to thank the organizers for their hospitality. 
FIRST RESULTS
We see that out of the 11031 manifolds, 68 are not hyperbolic. The lower case letters columns are of the shortest (5) We see that 10836 out of the 10963 hyperbolic manifolds (or close to 99%) are rational homology spheres. This is consistent with the Dunfield-Thurston model, and also with random fibered manifolds having b 1 = 1 with probability approaching 1.
There Of course, the number of samples is small in the higher Betti numbers groups, but it is interesting that the volume decreases as the Betti number increases.
What about torsion?
In We notice that the highest values of torsion are quite large (given how small our manifolds are). Let's see how torsion and volume are related. We see that high torsion leads to large volume, though not the other way around. This is different from the Dunfield-Thurston and random fibered models, where both volume and log of torsion grow linearly with complexity. Speaking of log torsion, let's take a look. We see that both volume and log torsion are potentially tending to a gaussian distribution. We also see the linear density cutoff in the center graph, showing that the random models do have something going for them. The graph also seems to indicate that V(M) ≥ a log tor(M) + b, for some a > 0. Above, on the diagonal we have the histograms of the various columns and the offdiagonal cells are the scatter plots of columns against one another. We see many interesting phenomena.
PAIRWISE RELATIONSHIPS
1. Notice that the imaginary parts of the complex lengths (the rotations) are NOT equidistributed -they are well-separated from 0 (and π) -they seem to become somewhat less so for longer geodesics. 2. The length of the systole (shortest geodesic) is exponentially distributed, while 3. The lengths of the k-th shortest geodesics become more and more normally distributed as k becomes large. 4. Both the real and the imaginary parts of the lengths seem to be uncorrelated (aside from the obvious relation of ordering on the real parts). 5. Log of torsion seems more-or-less normally distributed. While knowing that the systole is short gives us little information on the volume, knowing that it is long tells us that the volume is small, which is a bit counter-intuitive, at least to this author. Also, it is pretty that an inequality of the vorm V(M) ≤ as(M) + b, where s(M) is the systole length, and a < 0, holds.
What about other geodesics?
In Same with the third. . .
THE SPACE OF 3-MANIFOLDS
The question is now, whether we can deduce any of the observables if we know the others. For example, can we predict the volume from the length spectrum?
There is an existence proof, and a construction. For existence, let's see if there are approximate linear relationships between our many fields (let's drop the homological invariants for now): ([573.37142695, 257.38960156, 238.87874045, 218.20623087, 209.10291146, 203.66714934, 45.86448121, 24.94621714, 17.98065278, 13.50396573, 10 .96093658]) We see that most of the energy is contained in the top six singular values, so the space is approximately six dimensional (as a linear space).
Are the twist parameters redundant somehow? ([572.95525389, 45.89914386, 24.99847935, 17.9864745 , 13.50661835, 10.96897694 ]) Not at all! It looks like the space of volume and the five lengths, only one or two dimensions are signifcant! Let's try to go another way and see if knowing the length spectrum we can predict the volume. For this we will use boosting -a very effective machine learning technique. GridSearchCV(cv=2, estimator=XGBRegressor(base_score=0.5, booster='gbtree', colsample_bylev colsample_bytree=1, gamma=0, learning_rate=0.1, max_delta_step=0, max_depth=3, min_child_weight=1, missing=None, n_estimators=100, n_jobs=1, nthread=None, objective='reg:linear', random_state=0, reg_alpha=0 
